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Introduction 

Bovine mastitis causes a big loss of milk in the dairy industry. 
Our Milk Checker is a handy device which measures the electrical 
conductivity of milk from cow’s quarter and helps diagnose mammary 
disorders of an early stage. 

Such disorders are accompanied by changes in concentration of 
electrolytes contained in the milk, such as Na+ and Cl-, due to the 
exudation of plasma constituents. A rise in sodium and chloride 
content results in increased electrical conductivity in the milk. 

The Milk Checker has been designed based on the principle. It 
enables the rapid and simple detection mastitis. 
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Principle and Practice of Milk Checker

1. Changes of milk constituents infected by mastitis.

A, C : normal milk / B, D : abnormal milk

Contribution of milk constituents to osmolality of the normal and abnormal quarter milk.

It appeared that the rise in osmolality in the abnormal milk due to the increase 
of Na+ and Cl was counterbalanced mainly by the decrease of lactose and K 
(potassium).
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2. Inflammation process and clinical changes on mastitis 
Progress of Inflammation 

Adhesion of bacteria to epithelial cell (then fixture) growth of bacteria (then 
production of toxin or enzyme) damages to epithelial cells mammary (alveoli, 
duct, interstitium)  

(Beginning of a defensive reaction of body and the mammary gland) 

Dispatch of lysosome                   Mobilization of granulocyte, 

Production of chemical    monocyte and macrophage               

-mediator     and others 

↓ ↓

Acceleration of capillary effects       Gathering of cells 

↓ ↓

Anti-inflammatory effects    Phagocytosis, sterilizing effects 

Changes for inflammation 

Changes Circulatory lesion……. Hyperemia 

  Exudation…………. Only plasma 

Mixed a plenty of blood cells (neutrophil, 

lymphocyte, monocyte, erythrocyte) 

Proliferation of tissue…. Infiltration and proliferation of wandering cells 

(monophagocyte and lymphocyte system) 

 Proliferation of fixed cells (fibroblast, 

endothelium) 
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Progress Acute……………… Degeneration of tissue

Circulatory lesions

Exudation…..Exudation inflammation

↓
Serious inflammation, Fibrinous-exudative 

inflammation, Hemorrhagic inflammation, 

Necrotic inflammation,Gangrenous inflammation

Chronic……………. Proliferation of tissue

→ Proliferative inflammation

→ Granulom formation

Bovine udder was caused various stimulation from the circumstances, 
subclinical mastitis progressed on the increase of permeability and / or that of 
somatic cell count.

Changes of vascular permeability, neutrophil and release of chemical medications in mastitis
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3. Inflammation process and clinical changes on mastitis
1) Relationship between Electrolytes and Electrical Conductivity (EC)

Detecting abnormal quarter milk by the EC measurement was set up a criterion the basis of the 

concentration of Na, K, and Cl.

2) Relationship between the quarter difference of Na + Cl and that of EC of the 
quarter milk

The regression equation of them were

For quarter milk: y=(3.34 ± 0.10) x -0.09 γ=0.96

For fore milk: y=(3.30 ± 0.10) x -0.28 γ=0.95
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4. Inflammation process and clinical changes on mastitis
1) Absolute Electrical Conductivity (EC)

Frequency distribution on absolute EC in normal 4077 quarters.

Criteria by the absolute EC is resulted in 6.2mS/cm which includes more than 
99% of normal quarters.

2) Difference Electrical Conductivity (EC)
Frequency distribution on absolute EC in normal 2415 quarters.

The amount of permeated fluid could be estimated in the milk by the determination on Na + CL:
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5. Relationship between Electrical Conductivity (EC) and

Somatic cell count
1) Correlation between the quarter difference of EC and CMT score (1)

In quarter difference of electrical conductivity (Qd) method, the quarter milk with 
conductivity higher by more than 0.3 mS than the lowest quarter milk within an udder at 
a milking is graded abnormal. Distribution of Qd values in each CMT class has a wide 
range. In the quarter milk with CMT score of (-), 89% of their Qd (EC) value was 
smaller than 3mS. In the milk with score of (++) or (+++), 79 and 93% of Qd (EC) value 
were larger than 3 mS or (+), respectively.
Agreements were fairy good in these classes. On the other hand, in the classes with 
CMT scores of (±) or (+), the agreements was low; 31 and 37%, respectively.
CMT examines the number of somatic cells in milk, but the EC has no direct relation 

with the number of the cells. In an infected quarter, EC measures the extent if the 
damage caused by the bacteria and their toxins to secretory epithelia and duct while 
SCC measures something entirely different – the combating while blood cell response 
of the cow to the infection.
Appearance of both SCC and EC in milk should not be agreed on the stage 

concurrently. Oshima concluded that combination of CMT with EC have been practiced 
for more accurate detection of abnormal quarters and for the presume of extent lesion.

TOTAL
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2) Correlation between the quarter difference of EC and CMT score (2)
          Log: 10-4s / cm

Relationship between EC and CMT score

The absolute EC in this evaluation is agreement with CMT score more than (+++).

3) Appearance of EC and CMT score in milk

Categorized manner

*During experiment period

 The study was conducted measuring EC and CMT scores on foremilk samples 
of 162 cows at 2weeks interval for months. The result shows that EC could be 
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detected quarter disorders caused by subclinical mastitis at earlier stage than 
CMT scores.

4) Relationship between EC and SCC
 A high accuracy was obtained in normal quarters and severity of infection,  
however moderate infection was not proportional.
Overall changes in the composition in the abnormal quarter milk could be 
understood, if one postulates that a body fluid, presumably an exudate, inflows 
and mixes with milk in the quarter. On the bases of the common properties of 
exudate, it is inferable that the degree of changes in the composition of 
abnormal milk will depend on the amount of inflow such exudate into milk.
 On the other hand, SCC measures the disease combating white blood cell 
response of the cow to the infection.
While some correlation between SCC and EC is expected, the agreement 
would not always expected to very close.

Relationship between EC and SCC
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6. Relationship between EC and NAGase

NAGase activity          n mol / min / ml

 NAGase is an enzyme which is found in high levels in bovine mammary gland 
secretory and epithelial calls. Milk secreted from healthy udders has very low 
level of NAGase present, but damage to the tissue cells caused by toxins and 
metabolites of pathogenic bacteria results in marked increases in the level of 
the enzyme in milk.
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7. Relationship between EC and milk constitutes 
1) Measurement of EC in fore – and quarter milk (normal milk)

 EC value in foremilk was little higher than quarter milk, however the difference 
was very small, both measures were close relation. The results suggested that 
measuring EC in foremilk could be presumed that in quarter milk. 

2) Measurement of EC and milk constitution in quarter milk, foremilk and 
individual milk

Coefficient correlation in quarter milk
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Inverse relationship between EC and SNF in normal individual milk

Inverse relationship between EC and SNF in normal individual milk

 The method for prediction of milk solids content in normal individual milk by the 
EC can be fully utilized for the evaluation on milk quality of quarter, fore-milk 
and / or individual milk solid content in normal individual milk is feasible by 
measuring EC of the fore-milk.
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Coefficient correlation in individual milk

Milk constituents Morning milk Evening Milk Mor. + Even. milk
N 113 113 226

SNF -.772 -.767 -.759
TMS -.702 -.592 -.667
Fat -.497 -.227 -.407

Coefficient correlation in fore milk

Milk constituents Morning milk Evening Milk Mor. + Even. milk
N 90 99 189

SNF -.756 -.752 -.747
TMS -.572 -.382 -.468
Fat -.306 -.012 -.140

Inverse relationship between EC and SNF in normal quarter milk
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8. Relationship between EC and milk constitutes 
Fernando et al : J. Dairy Sci., 68,449, 1983

1) Means of several indirect measures of subclinical mastitis in foremilk, 
stripping and bucket milk in presence or absence of infection
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2) Comparison of accuracy diagnosing mastits
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9. Threshold and Practices  
1) Threshold 

The threshold values for evaluating infected milk by means of the MILK 
CHECKER. Differential conductivity is more important to detect mastitis. 

Electrical Conductivity Infected 
Absolute Conductivity >6.2 mS / cm 

Differential Conductivity >0.5 mS / cm 
Remarks: 
 As cow milk conductivity varies with breeds, lactation stage or individual cow’s 
pathological conditions, it is recommended to interpret the differences in 
absolute conductivities, based on the lowest value of same cow. It will help to 
detect mastitis early and properly. MILK CHECKER is a screening device for the 
detection of mastitis and proper treatment should be discussed with veterinarian 
or specialists. 

2) Evaluation of abnormal milk by both absolute and differential EC 

Absolute EC (mS / cm) Differental EC (mS / cm) Evaluation 
6.2> 0.5> Normal 
6.2> 0.5< Mastitis 
6.2< 0.5> Low component or 

physiologically abnormal
6.2< 0.5< Low component or 

physiologically abnormal 
and mastitis 

Careful observation of the quarter is necessary when the differential EC value 
exceeds 0.4, as it is an indication of mastitis. 
*Absolute electrical conductivity value: Figure display on the Milk Checker 
**Differential electrical conductivity value: Take the absolute EC value as the 
base and subtract it from the other figures. 
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A. Normal Milk
The absolute electrical conductivity of bovine Milk usually ranges from 4.5 – 5.5 
mS/cm.

Absolute EC        Differential ECΔ

Δ: To calculate diff. EC   Left fore: 5.3 - 5.2 = 0.1
  Right fore:  5.3 - 5.2 = 0.1
  Right hind: 5.4 - 5.2 = 0.2
 *Left hind: 5.2 - 5.2 = 0.0 / Min absolute value

B. Mastitis Milk

  Absolute EC    Differential EC
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C. Low component or physiologically abnormal milk

Absolute EC       Differential EC

D. Mastitis Milk (combined with low components or physiological 
abnormally) 

Absolute EC        Differential EC


